Gases in this theory are supposed to consist of molecules in motion, act ing on one another with forces which are insensible, except at distances which are small in comparison with the average distance of the molecules. The path of each molecule is therefore sensibly rectilinear, except when two molecules come within a certain distance of each other, in which case the direction of motion is rapidly changed, and the path becomes again sensibly rectilinear as soon as the molecules have separated beyond the dis tance of mutual action.
Each molecule is supposed to be a small body consisting in general of parts capable of being set into various kinds of motion relative to each other, such as rotation, oscillation, or vibration, the amount of energy existing in this form bearing a certain relation to that which exists in the form of the agitation of the molecules among each other.
The mass of a molecule is different in different gases, hut in the same gas all the molecules are equal.
The pressure of the gas is on this theory due to the impact of the mole cules on the sides of the vessel, and the temperature of the gas depends on the velocity of the molecules.
The theory as thus stated is that which has been conceived, with various degrees of clearness, by D. Bernoulli, Le Sage and Prevost, Herapath, Joule, and Kronig, and which owes its principal developments to Professor Clausius. The action of the molecules on each other has been generally assimilated to that of hard elastic bodies, and I have given some applica-on the Dynamical Theory o f tion of this form of the theory to the phenomena of viscosity, diffusion, and conduction of heat in the Philosophical Magazine for 1860. M. Clausius has since pointed out several errors in the part relating to conduction of heat, and the part relating to diffusion also contains errors. The dynami cal theory of viscosity in this form has been reinvestigated by M. O. E. Meyer, whose experimental researches on the viscosity of fluids have been very extensive* In the present paper the action between the molecules is supposed to be that of bodies repelling each other at a distance, rather than of hard elastic bodies acting by impact; and the law of force is deduced from experiments on the viscosity of gases to be that of the inverse fifth power of the distance, any other law of force being at variance with the observed fact that the viscosity is proportional to the absolute temperature. In the mathe matical application of the theory, it appears that the assumption of this law of force leads to a great simplification of the results, so that the whole subject can be treated in a more general way than has hitherto been done.
I have therefore begun by considering, first, the mutual action of two molecules; next that of two systems of molecules, the motion of all the molecules in each system being originally the same. In this way I have determined the rate of variation of the mean values of the following func tions of the velocity of molecules of the first system:-■ a, the resolved part of the velocity in a given direction. /3, the square of this resolved velocity. y , the resolved velocity multiplied by the square of the whole velocity. It is afterwards shown that the velocity of translation of the gas depends on a, the pressure on /3, and the conduction of heat on y. The final distribution of velocities among the molecules is then con sidered, and it is shown that they are distributed according to the same law as the errors are distributed among the observations in the theory of " Least Squaresand that if several systems of molecules act on one another, the average vis viva of each molecule is the sam mass of the molecule. The demonstration is of a more strict kind than that which I formerly gave, and this is the more necessary, as the " Law of Equivalent Volumes," so important in the chemistry of gases, is deduced from it. ' * The rate of variation of the quantities a, (3, y in an element of the gas is then considered, and the following conclusions are arrived at.
(a ) 1st. In a mixture of gases left to itself for a sufficient time under the action of gravity, the density of each gas at any point will be the same as if the other gases had not been present. 2nd* When this condition is not fulfilled, the gases will pass through each other by diffusion. When the composition of the mixed gases varies slowly from one point to another, the velocity of each gas will be so small that the effects due to inertia may be neglected. In the quiet diffusion of two gases, the volume of either gas diffused through unit of area in unit
on the Dynamical Theor of time is equal to the rate of diminution of pressure of that gas as we pass in the direction of the normal to the plane, multiplied by a certain coeffi cient, called the coefficient of interdiffusion of these two gases. This co efficient must be determined experimentally for each pair of gases. It varies directly as the square of the absolute temperature, and inversely as the total pressure of the mixture. Its value for carbonic acid and air, as deduced from experiments given by Mr. Graham in his paper on the Mobility of Gases,* is D = 0 0 2 3 5 , the inch, the grain, and the second being units. Since, however, air is itself a mixture, this result cannot be considered as final, and we have no experiments from which the coefficient of interdiffusion of two pure gases can be found.
3rd. When two gases are separated by a thin plate containing a small hole, the rate at which the composition of the mixture varies in and near the hole will depend on the thickness of the plate and the size of the hole. As the thickness of the plate and the diameter of the hole are diminished, the rate of variation will increase, and the effect of the mutual action of the molecules of the gases in impeding each other's motion will diminish relatively to the moving force due to the variation of pressure. In the limit, when the dimensions of the hole are indefinitely small, the velocity of either gas will be the same as if the other gas were absent. Hence the volumes diffused under equal pressures will be inversely as the square roots of the specific gravities of the gases, as was first established by Graham f ; and the quantity of a gas which passes through a thin plug into another gas will be nearly the same as that which passes into a vacuum in the same time.
(/3) By considering the variation of the total energy of motion of the molecules, it is shown that, 1st. In a mixture of two gases the mean energy of translation will be come the same for a molecule of either gas. From this follows the law of Equivalent Volumes, discovered by Gay-Lussac from chemical considera tions ; namely, that equal volumes of two gases at equal pressures and tem peratures contain equal numbers of molecules.
2nd. The law of cooling by expansion is determined. 3rd. The specific heats at constant volume and at constant pressure are determined and compared. This is done merely to determine the value of a constant in the dynamical theory for the agreement between theory and experiment with respect to the values of the two specific heats, and their ratio is a consequence of the general theory of thermodynamics, and does not depend on the mechanical theory which we adopt, 4th. In quiet diffusion the heat produced by the interpenetration of the * Philosophical Transactions, 1863.
+ " On the Law of the Diffusion of Gases," Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xii. (1831), on the Dynamical Theory o f
gases is exactly neutralized by the cooling of each gas as it passes from a dense to a rare state in its progress through the mixture. 5th. By considering the variation of the difference of pressures in dif ferent directions, the coefficient of viscosity or internal friction is determined, and the equations of motion of the gas are formed. These are of the same form as those obtained by Poisson by conceiving an elastic solid the strain on which is continually relaxed at a rate proportional to the strain itself.
As an illustration of this view of the theory, it is shown that any strain existing in air at rest would diminish according to the values of an exponential term the modulus of which is Q --o. second, an exces sively small time, so that the equations are applicable, even to the case of the most acute audible sounds, without any modification on account of the rapid change of motion.
This relaxation is due to the mutual deflection of the molecules from their paths. It is then shown that if the displacements are instantaneous, so that no time is allowed for the relaxation, the gas would have an elasti city of form, or " rigidity," whose coefficient is equal to the pressure.
It is also shown that if the molecules were mere points, not having any mutual action, there would be no such relaxation, and that the equations of motion would be those of an elastic solid, in which the coefficient of cubical and linear elasticity have the same ratio as that deduced by Poisson from the theory of molecules at rest acting by central forces on one another. This coincidence of the results of two theories so opposite in their assump tions is remarkable.
6th. The coefficient of viscosity of a mixture of two gases is then deduced from the viscosity of the pure gases, and the coefficient of inter diffusion of the two gases. The latter quantity has not as yet been ascer tained for any pair of pure gases, but it is shown that sufficiently probable values may be assumed, which being inserted in the formula agree very well with some of the most remarkable of Mr. Graham's experiments on the Transpiration of Mixed Gases*. The remarkable experimental result that the viscosity is independent of the pressure and proportional to the absolute temperature is a necessary consequence of the theory.
(y ) The rate of conduction of heat is next determined, and it is shown 1st. That the final state of a quantity of gas in a vessel will be such that the temperature will increase according to a certain law from the bot tom to the top. The atmosphere, as we know, is colder above. This state would be produced by winds alone, and is no doubt greatly increased by the effects of radiation. A perfectly calm and sunless atmosphere would be coldest below.
2nd. The conductivity of a gas for heat is then deduced from its visco sity, and found to be where y is the ratio of the two specific heats, p 0 the pressure, and p 0 the density of the standard gas at absolute temperature 0O . S the specific gravity of the gas in question, and y its visc like the viscosity, independent of the pressure and proportional to the ab solute temperature. Its value for air is about 3500 times less than that of wrought iron, as determined by Principal Forbes. Specific gravity is •0069.
For oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic oxide, the theory gives the conduc tivity equal to that of air. Hydrogen according to the theory should have a conductivity seven times that of air, and carbonic acid about of air. Among the remarkable results obtained by studying the spectra of electric discharges, is the change exhibited by certain substances when the nature of the discharge is varied. In general the mere spark shows fewer and fainter lines than when a Leyden jar is in connexion, though the amount of electricity supplied by the machine is the same. In the latter case, however, the discharge passes almost instantaneously, and therefore its concentrated action will be more powerful. But, as far as I know, much has not been attempted towards increasing the power of the j a r : this can not he done by increasing its surface (unless indeed that be too small to condense all the electricity supplied); the supply itself must be increased.
This may be done in three ways :-First, the power of the exciting battery may be increased. This, how ever, is limited by the risk of destroying the acting surfaces of the rheotom e; and by the decreasing rate at which the magnetism of the iron core increases with the primary current. In some investigations on the electromagnet (Trans. Irish Academy, vol. xxiii. p. 529) I have shown that its lifting power L is approximately given by the equation T _ A ¥ B + ¥ * in which is the product of the current and number of spires, A the maximum lift of the magnet, and B the ' 'p which would excite it to half A.
The rate of change is therefore inversely as (B4-'\P')2. The results obtained with two of the magnets which I used will illustrate this. Their A's are 781 lbs. and 278. The first 1000 of make their lifts 576 and 235 ; the second 1000 adds to these 87 and 19 ; the third 35 and 8 ; and the fourth only 19 and 3. With a primary of 180 spires, '*P=4000 im plies a current which can evolve in a voltameter 34*7 cubic inches of gases per minute, and of course has great deflagrating power. There is there fore not much to be gained in this direction.
